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Read Me First
Welcome to Take Control of Your Digital Photos, version 1.0, published in February 2018 by alt concepts inc. This book was written by
Jeff Carlson and edited by Kelly Turner.
This book gives photographers using Mac or Windows computers the
information they need to build and maintain a digital photo workflow
that makes it easy to import, tag, rate, and store photos to find them
quickly and easily later. It primarily covers macOS 10.12 Sierra, Windows 10, and iOS 10 or later versions. It helps you spend more time on
the enjoyable aspects of photography—shooting and viewing your
photos—and less on the mundane but essential task of managing all
your photos.
If you want to share this ebook with a friend, we ask that you do so
as you would with a physical book: “lend” it for a quick look, but ask
your friend to buy a copy for careful reading or reference. Discounted
classroom and Mac user group copies are available.
Copyright © 2018, Jeff Carlson. All rights reserved.

Updates and More
You can access extras related to this ebook on the web (use the link
in Ebook Extras, near the end; it’s available only to purchasers). On
the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you can:
• Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy
any subsequent edition at a discount.
• Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket.
(Learn about reading on mobile devices on our Device Advice page.)
• Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or information, as
well as a link to an author interview.
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If you bought this ebook from the Take Control website, it has been
added to your account, where you can download it in other formats
and access any future updates. However, if you bought this ebook
elsewhere, you can add it to your account manually; see Ebook Extras.
Note: If you’re a Mac user and you’d like to review background
information that might help you understand this book better, such as
finding System Preferences and working with files in the Finder, read
Tonya Engst’s ebook Take Control of Mac Basics.

What’s New in This Book
The world of photo software continues to change in dramatic ways.
And with this revision, so has this book: it’s effectively a new edition of
Take Control of Your Digital Photos on a Mac, but it was renamed to
reflect the fact that it’s no longer limited to macOS (see the second
bullet point ahead). Here’s how these changes are reflected in this
edition:
• I’ve updated nearly every chapter of the book to include information
about the new Lightroom CC application that Adobe introduced in
late 2017, as well as the rebranding of its predecessor as Lightroom
Classic CC. As you’ll see in Choose the Right Photo Management
Application, Lightroom CC is still in its early stages, but it’s clear
that Adobe has big plans for it (enough to feature it as the top
Lightroom choice in its marketing). And even with its limited
features, the new addition is already quite good.
• In general, I’ve made this book Windows-friendly, since photo management isn’t platform-specific. Aside from Photos for Mac, all the
software I discuss runs on both macOS and Windows. I do mention
the stock photo application on Windows 10, Microsoft Photos, but
it’s so feature-sparse that it doesn’t really qualify to be in the running compared to the other applications.
• I added Mylio to the list of applications to consider in Choose the
Right Photo Management Application.
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• Photoshop Elements is now included in the chapter about how to
Take Advantage of Software Intelligence.
• Photos imported into Lightroom Mobile apps and synced to Lightroom Classic CC are stored differently than images imported directly into Lightroom Classic CC. I explain why and how to make them
all play nice in Change Where Lightroom Classic Stores Synced
Photos.
• Related to the previous item, the Lightroom Mobile section within
the Go Mobile with Online Photo Services has been expanded and
updated.
• Added information on Merging Tracking Data in Windows, so you
can record a geotracked trail and match up locations with specific
photos by their timestamps.
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Introduction
You probably have a story like this.
My mother took it upon herself to organize and digitize the family’s
long-neglected stash of photos. Prints were pulled from proverbial
shoeboxes, albums, and envelopes tucked in the backs of drawers.
Black and white, sepia-tone, color; yellowed by age and old chemical
processes; worn at the edges and vignetted in ways that today’s apps
try so hard to emulate digitally.
Most details of the people and places in the pictures were lost or had
changed over time, but she had an advantage: flipping the photos over
often revealed valuable information about the shots, usually scribbled
in pencil as an afterthought because the photographer or family member at the time knew who and what was depicted.
As we’ve embraced the digital photography revolution, there is nothing
to flip over. The shots we capture are saved to memory cards and hard
drives, and are infrequently printed.
And we’re shooting more. It’s now far easier to take photos because
decent-quality cameras are inexpensive and pocketable. Top-rate camera technology is embedded into most cell phones; the iPhone, in fact,
still ranks as the most popular camera at the photo-sharing site Flickr.
As a result, we’re drowning. No longer restricted by the length of
frames on a film roll or the expense of paying to develop the bad shots
along with the good, we capture many more photos.
But then what? Too often, the shots are dumped into a computer with
the best of intentions for sorting and organizing, but are then left
scarcely examined or enjoyed. Life intrudes, more photos are captured,
and time passes until you need to locate some shots that you vaguely
remember taking.
This is the point where you ask yourself, often in exasperation, “Why
didn’t I organize these better? This shouldn’t be so difficult!”
7
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And here’s where the new story begins.
Taking control of your digital photos isn’t impossible. Although we
have more photos to deal with, we also have much better tools to describe and organize them. In fact, your camera and photo management
software can do some of the heavy lifting for you. By taking some deliberate steps before you go out shooting and when you import images,
you’ll streamline what is normally a time-consuming task—making it
more likely that you’ll do it. Best of all, you’ll be able to find images
later without having to scan through every shot in your library. You’ll
be able to “flip” the photos over and get the information you need.
The process I describe stakes out the middle ground between a completely hands-off approach (letting the software organize imported
photos by time and date alone, or with the help of automatic image
analysis) and the labor-intensive, detail-oriented approach taken by
some professional photographers. Although my approach embraces
liberal use of keywords and other metadata, it also focuses on saving
time and reducing complexity to ensure you develop a system you’ll
really follow each time. (By the way, many of these techniques apply to
the ever-increasing number of videos in your library, too.) For those
who would like to spend even less time managing photos, I offer some
suggestions for modifying the process throughout the book.
What if you don’t want to go to even that little amount of trouble?
Many applications have introduced features that analyze your photos
for recognizable objects and assigns categories and tags—with no work
on your part.
The other component of any modern photo-organization scheme is
cloud services. As mobile devices have become constant companions,
we’ve come to expect all of our data—from photos to calendars and
contacts—to always be available. When I wrote the first edition, many
services for accessing photos on multiple devices were just starting up
(and some have since consolidated or disappeared). Now, the field is
more stable—and more interesting. With services such as iCloud Photo
Library and Google Photos, you really can access nearly every digital
photo you’ve captured on every device you own (provided you’re aware
of some important tradeoffs).
8
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Digital Photos Quick Start
Here’s a quick overview of my recommended strategy, complete with
links to different topics in the ebook, so you can jump to them quickly.
Get started with the minimum amount of work:
• New software features analyze your photos to identify objects and
scenes, and categorize them without any effort on your part. Learn
how to Take Advantage of Software Intelligence.
• Check out the ideas under The harried photographer.
Prep your camera:
A bit of preparation before you head out the door will make things
easier after you return with new pictures. In Shoot Smart, learn four
actions that will get you started on the right footing.
Get your app together:
• Decide which application you’ll use to organize your digital photos
in Choose the Right Photo Management Application.
• Compare three common choices, and find out about Jeff’s Recommended Application.
• If you still use iPhoto or Aperture and aren’t interested in making
the switch to Photos for Mac—or if you’ve made the switch but
would like to try something else, read Migrate to Lightroom Classic
CC.
Import the right way:
Many people rush through the process of importing photos from a
camera or memory card into the computer. However, this step is
essential: see Apply Metadata at Import to learn how to assign, in one
batch, valuable metadata to all images that come in during the import
stage. Let the computer do the work for you!
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Pick winners and losers:
• Not every photo you take can be a winner, so the next step to a more
manageable library is to Judge Your Photos and assign ratings.
• Just as important: take a deep breath and Cull Bad Photos by
removing or hiding them.
Apply keywords and metadata:
• After assigning as much metadata as you can during the import
process, take a second pass to apply more specific keywords to
individual shots (see Assign Keywords and Other Metadata, and
don’t miss my advice on how to Choose Good Keywords).
• If you used an external device such as an iPhone to collect GPS data
while shooting, Apply Geotags shows how to merge that information with your photos.
• We often want to find people in our photos. Learn how to Use Facial
Recognition so the software collects shots of specific friends and
family members.
Search with smart albums:
• A large virtual pile of photos, even organized by date, can still be an
imposing mass (and mess). I recommend you Organize Photos into
(Smart) Albums—containers that look like regular photo albums but
whose contents change depending on criteria that you’ve specified.
Using smart albums is like having a photo assistant who can dig
through your archives to find what you want in a matter of seconds.
• While searching your library, learn how to Remove Duplicate
Photos.
Go mobile:
• Making photos available on mobile devices involves choices and
tradeoffs. To find the right service for you, first Set Online Photo
Goals to compare features.
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• The service you choose can also depend on which ecosystem your
desktop photo management app is part of. Choose an Online Service
by looking at five of my top contenders.
Protect your photos:
• All this work is for nothing if a failing hard drive wipes out the one
and only copy of your photo library. You absolutely, without question need to Back Up Your Photos with a strategy that backs up all
your data, not just your photos.
• Since there’s no guarantee the software you use today will function
in 10 or 20 years, I talk about how to Archive Photos for the Future.
The harried photographer:
Sometimes, you may not find it possible to hit every step in the system
I recommend. For those who find that too much complexity results in
paralysis, or who face years and years of unmanaged photos, I lay out
the bare minimum of how to get organized in a hurry. See The Harried
Photographer: Keywords and Metadata, The Harried Photographer:
Rating Photos, and The Harried Photographer: Organization.
But keep in mind that you may end up just time-shifting some of the
work—applying keywords later, for example, or spending more time
scanning through your library for that “one” shot.
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Shoot Smart
It’s easy to think that taking control of digital photos begins when you
import the images into your computer, but the truth is that the process
starts before you capture your first shot. For example, time stamps are
the foundation of photo management software, making it essential that
your camera records the correct time. It is possible to fix errant time
stamps later, but doing so throws a roadblock into your workflow.
(And if enough roadblocks appear, you may decide to turn around and
abandon the endeavor altogether.)
The advice in this section isn’t complicated, but it goes a long way
toward ensuring the photos you shoot will be cleanly imported.

Check and Set the Clock
How many digital clocks do you set on a regular basis? These days the
number is small because our devices—computers, smartphones, iPads,
even some televisions—configure the date and time automatically by
getting the info from the internet. When Daylight Saving Time (DST)
switches over, I need to change only a few holdovers such as the clock
on my oven and an analog clock above the fireplace.
Oh, and my cameras. Although they include options for indicating
whether DST is on or off, I mistakenly assume that because they’re also
computers (specialized computers, that is) they inherit the correct time
when it changes. And every spring and autumn I invariably forget to
change one, resulting in imported photos that appear in my library
shifted by one hour. That may not seem like a big deal, but if you then
also import images from a properly set camera—such as an iPhone—
you’ll end up with photos jumbled out of order.
Time and date stamps are the most crucial methods of organizing
photos, so it’s important to get that information correct before you
start shooting. When you travel to a new time zone, make a point of
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updating the time-zone setting in your camera so you don’t end up
with daytime shots marked as captured in the middle of the night.
It’s even more important to make sure the time is correct if you’re also
tracking your location using a GPS device or app, because you’ll need
to match the camera’s and the device’s data for accurate reporting.
Setting the time varies by camera model, but the basics are the same.
Go to the camera’s settings menu, and look for a Setup or Tools category. Choose Set Clock or World Time or similar, and use the camera’s
controls to set the correct time (Figure 1). I use my computer or
iPhone as the basis for “real” time, since they’re automatically updated
via the internet.

Figure 1: Set the correct time on your camera (Fujifilm X-T1
menu shown here).

Don’t forget to check the Daylight Saving Time setting! (It’s also known
as Summer Time in Europe.) Most cameras offer an On/Off toggle.
Having trouble remembering which part of the year is DST? Look
outside: if the days are longer—spring and summer—DST is on; otherwise DST is off. (If you live in Arizona in the United States, or Iceland,
Belarus, or Russia—or much of the rest of the world—which don’t
subscribe to the time-change scheme, just leave the setting off.)
13
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Choose the Right Photo
Management Application
Although it’s possible to dump photos into a folder on your computer
and call that “organization,” this is one case where I don’t recommend
a do-it-yourself approach. My photo management strategy relies
heavily on software to organize images and apply essential metadata.
The time you save when tagging and searching for images, in my
opinion, justifies the price of a good photo management program.
But which one? I’d love to say, “Go get this one program and you’ll be
set,” but that’s not realistic: your photo library may already be stored
in an application that makes it difficult to transition; or you may need
something with more image-editing features than other programs.
There are several interesting options for managing photos; however,
their features vary widely: some are designed just for speeding up the
import process, some offer a photo-focused view of folders on your
disk, and some are self-contained photo management libraries.
Because it’s impractical for me to list every program out there, I’ve
focused on the features that I consider most essential for effectively
managing a photo collection. (I’ll discuss some programs that meet
these criteria—and identify my preference—in a moment.)
If you’re unhappy with your current photo organizer and are looking
for a better option, keep this feature list in mind:
• Ratings: The ability to quickly identify which photos are better
than others, without having to scan through them every time, is key.
Most applications offer a scale of zero to five stars, plus an easy way
to assign the rating, such as pressing a number key (4) or shortcut
key combination (⌘-4). Some applications offer additional ways to
differentiate photos, such as applying a flag, marking an image as a
favorite, or applying colored labels. Others go in the opposite direction, eschewing ratings in favor of a single Favorite setting, as is the
case with Apple’s Photos app.
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• Keywords: Tagging photos with keywords lets you give context
to photos and helps locate related images later. I place a high value
on applying and creating keywords quickly and easily; if too many
steps are involved, you’re less likely to use keywords. (If you reflexively roll your eyes when someone mentions applying keywords to
photos, be sure to see Take Advantage of Software Intelligence for
alternatives.)
• Metadata at import: Just as important as having keywords is
adding them to photos during the import process. As you’ll see in
Import Your Photos the Smart Way, you can save a lot of time by
making the software assign keywords and other metadata while it’s
ingesting images, so you don’t have to remember to do it later.
• Smart albums: I firmly believe the computer should do most of
the grunt work while I enjoy my photos, which is why I like to use
smart albums—saved searches that locate and display photos based
on criteria I specify—instead of having to manually sort photos into
standard albums. Similarly, I’m a fan of software AI features that
automatically identify objects and scenes in your photos.
• Offline media: Photos take up a vast amount of storage. At some
point you won’t want (or won’t be able) to keep your entire library
on your computer’s disk, requiring a shift to external storage, such
as a removable hard drive. A good application will handle offline
media with ease: It should provide thumbnail images of photos that
aren’t available and make it possible to assign metadata without the
originals present. When the external disk becomes available again,
the app should acknowledge it and let you work with the photos as
usual. That way, your entire collection remains intact from your
perspective instead of being fragmented among separate libraries
on several disks.
• Portability: The application should offer an easy way to export or
move photos while keeping intact the metadata you worked so hard
to apply.
• Mobile/cloud library access: Do you want to view photos you
shot years ago on your phone or another computer? The options for
21
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Take Advantage of
Software Intelligence
The system I describe in this book is designed to give you the most
control over your photo library, enabling you to easily locate your
images whenever you need them. It’s also designed to require as little
of your time as possible, because we all know from experience that if
organizing photos takes too much time, we’re far less likely to continue
doing it.
Sometimes, though, even that is too much. The simple truth is that
most people don’t organize their photo libraries beyond storing them
or perhaps making an album or two.
And that’s okay.
Even I fall into this camp at times, not always properly tagging my
photos after I import them due to lack of time or energy. (However, as
I describe in Apply Metadata at Import, I do take advantage of import
settings that perform a lot of the work for me.)
Clearly, I’m not alone, because the biggest push in photo organization
recently has been identifying the contents of photos using machine
learning, or artificial intelligence (AI). We’ve seen this already with
facial-recognition features that find specific people in images. The
newest AI features go even further, recognizing things like trees, snow,
animals, and many other objects and scenes. Instead of trying to
remember when you took a ski trip years ago, for example, you can
quickly narrow the search by finding all photos with snow in them.
In this chapter, I show you how to use these AI-based features to locate
your photos without relying on edited metadata. These features don’t
eliminate the benefit of other organization strategies—you’ll still better
take control of your photos by judging, assigning keywords, and organizing your photos using the advice throughout this book—but AI can
give your searches an additional boost.
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Photos for Mac and iOS
If you’re invested in Apple’s Photos ecosystem on the Mac and in iOS,
you’ll be interested to know that the latest versions have made strides
toward helping you locate photos using minimal work on your part.

Memories
I’ve always liked the idea of having a “photographic memory,” but in
reality it would be annoyingly tedious: who wants to remember all the
mediocre shots? For the Memories feature, Photos collects highlights
for time periods or locations (chosen by the application without input
from you). Select Memories in the sidebar to see what Photos has
cooked up for you (Figure 6).

Figure 6: For Memories, Photos automatically creates collections of
images based on dates, as here, or other metadata.

Double-click a memory to reveal the images and videos in it. At the top
is a slideshow summary, followed by the photos and videos themselves.
The app also identifies people, plots any location-tagged photos on a
map, and offers related memories (Figure 7). For “Best of” memories,
Photos most often selects shots you’ve marked as favorites, but not
exclusively.
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Import Your Photos the
Smart Way
Moving photos from a camera or memory card to the computer seems
like mere transportation: bits captured and stored in one location are
copied and saved to a new location. That sounds about as exciting as
bringing groceries home from the market.
But what if those groceries could assemble themselves into prepared
meals by the time you delivered them to your kitchen? And what if
your photos could organize themselves on the way to your disk by
detailing what’s in each image, where it was shot, and by whom?
Your computer can do more than just shuttle files from one location to
another. By taking advantage of software’s capability to assign metadata during the import stage, much of the drudgery of organizing photos
is handled upfront with minimal interaction required by you. And, you
may also be able to set up your import such that you Choose Where
Files Will End Up.
The Harried Photographer: Keywords and Metadata
I believe good metadata pays dividends later, which is why I suggest
applying it during the import stage—even if you are in a hurry. This
takes advantage of the software’s capability to tag images as it
copies them to the computer.
If your program doesn’t support this feature, do it right after import:
in Photos for Mac, for example, select all the photos you just added
(they’ll be the only ones visible, since the Last Import album is automatically selected after import) and type keywords related to the
entire batch into the Info window.
But then stop there—you can always add more-specific keywords
later when you review the shots. (And if you’re using Photos for Mac,
Photoshop Elements, Lightroom CC, or Google Photos, you can also
take advantage of the automatic keywords they generate; see Take
Advantage of Software Intelligence.)
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Apply Metadata at Import
Computers were designed for grunt work, whether that’s decrypting
World War II ciphers or batch-applying keywords to hundreds of
photo files in one go. Yes, you can always manually add metadata later,
but will you, really? Maybe for a few terms here and there (which is
inevitable, and useful, as I cover in Assign Keywords and Other Metadata), but probably not for all the images in a shoot.
Spending a tiny amount of time optimizing the import process—
especially in applications that support metadata templates—gives you
a tremendous advantage when locating photos down the line after
you’ve moved on to the next batch of shots.
Specifically, what items are we talking about? In Lightroom Classic
(and Photoshop Elements in a limited way), you can apply the following metadata during import:
• Keywords: Apply any descriptive terms for this set of photos that
you are likely to search for later, such as the name of an event or
landmarks that appear. For accuracy, include only keywords that
apply to all the images being imported.
For example, if I’m importing 100 photos of trains and my friend
Mark Smith appears in 30 of them, I would not include the keyword
mark smith during the import process. It’s better to add the tag to
those 30 shots later than to do a search for “mark smith” at some
point and turn up 70 images that don’t contain Mark. It’s also easier
to add new terms later than to dig out errant ones.
• IPTC metadata: If IPTC presets didn’t make it so easy, I’d likely
never assign this identifying information to my photos. (IPTC
stands for International Press Telecommunications Council, the
group that established this model of assigning uniform metadata.)
Many of the fields are specific to industries or projects (IPTC Subject Code, Intellectual Genre) but basic fields such as Creator,
Contact Email, and Copyright Notice are useful to anyone. If you
need to submit the file somewhere, such as a file-sharing site, that
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Judge Your Photos
The title of this chapter was originally “Rate Your Photos,” but that just
wasn’t the right term. Rating implies something casual, like comparing
pears to see which ones are the most ripe. Your photos are more
important than that.
Instead, you need to be judgmental about your images. That means
scrutinizing them with specific quality levels in mind. Sure, it’s easy
enough to say one photo is okay and another isn’t so hot, but where
does that leave you? With a lot of gray area. And in your mission to
take control of your digital photos, you don’t want gray areas. You
want to take specific actions to make working with your library better
and easier.
Judging your photos achieves two goals. It sets up a practical workflow
for later, so you know right away which shots you want to share with
others and which ones need work in an image editor before being
ready to be made public (and which should be deleted or hidden).
Judging also helps you become a better photographer, because you
look at your shots critically to determine what you’re doing right or
wrong, and in what areas you excel or need to improve.
In this chapter, I offer a system for judging and flagging your photos to
make them most useful in your library. I also discuss how to Cull Bad
Photos that don’t make the cut.
The Harried Photographer: Rating Photos
Even if you’re pressed for time, I recommend rating your photos
immediately after importing them. This is the absolute best way to
quickly mark those photos you’ll want to use for projects, share with
others, and spend time editing later. But you can simplify the rating
process to save time. Stick to a binary system: a photo is either
acceptable or it’s not. Flag it as a pick or favorite so you don’t need to
feel overwhelmed at choosing between one and five stars.
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Develop a Consistent Rating System
Despite my encouragement to be a ruthless editor of your imported
photos, this step is usually a lot of fun. You get to study the images you
shot and experience the sense memories of capturing them.
In Lightroom Classic, Lightroom CC, and Photoshop Elements, you
can assign ratings—typically a scale of zero to five stars—by pressing a
number key. In Lightroom, for example, you press 2 for two stars, 3 for
three stars, and so on. You can also click rating buttons that appear
under the image thumbnail, in an information sidebar or panel, or
both (Figure 25).

Figure 25: Rate a selected photo in Lightroom using the mouse.

I prefer using the keyboard to apply ratings, as that allows me to tap
a number key and then tap the right arrow key to switch to the next
photo. This way I can move quickly through a set without touching
the mouse or trackpad.
In Photos for Mac, Apple removed the star ratings found in iPhoto and
Aperture and replaced them with a simple Favorite button. A photo is
either marked a favorite or it isn’t, much like using a flag (see Labels,
Flags, and Favorites, just ahead, to stick with that scheme, or see the
next sidebar, “Use Star Ratings in Photos for Mac,” for a way to continue to use star ratings in Photos).
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Assign Keywords and
Other Metadata
When my wife and I moved into our house, we repainted most of the
interior walls. It was a time-consuming task, but not because of how
much wall space needed covering. Splashing color on the wall was
the easy part. Taping around windows, preparing the room, and then
touching up the edges and corners took much more time.
In Import Your Photos the Smart Way I talked about adding metadata
during the import process because, to me, that’s the easiest way to
apply it. Assigning keywords and other information during that initial
stage takes some prep time, but when you click the Import button, the
metadata is applied with a broad brush across all your incoming
photos. (It’s like handing a paint roller to a capable assistant while you
supervise, preferably with a beverage in hand.)
After import, though, you have touch-up work to do. To make your
photos easily searchable later—the ultimate goal in our organization
project—you need to apply more-specific metadata to individual
photos. This might include identifying people and landmarks, or
describing shots.
In this chapter, I look at how to choose good keywords and how to
apply them smartly. I also discuss how to fix incorrect dates and times,
apply geolocation information, and use facial-recognition tools.

Assign Metadata
Your camera embeds all sorts of metadata, such as the shutter speed,
aperture, and focal length, into photos. You’ll rarely search for photos
based on those criteria, though. What your photos really need is a
sense of context—and only you can provide that.
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Although you can add descriptive information in several ways—including image titles and captions—I’m focusing on keywords in this section
to streamline the process. Writing a title and caption for every image
would slow your progress—and increase the chance that you’d abandon the effort altogether—because you end up writing original content
for each photo.
By focusing on keywords at this stage, you can refine the metadata in
batches as you work, so you save time. Think of it as building a pyramid of image information (Figure 28).

Figure 28: Build up metadata in stages for efficiency.

Build up, starting with keywords that apply in general, and then proceed to more specific keywords:
1. During the import stage, assign keywords that apply to every photo
in a set, laying down a foundation of metadata.
2. In another pass, assign common keywords to smaller batches of
images; for example, maybe all the imported photos were taken at
Disneyland, but only a couple dozen are from the Tomorrowland
section. You can add a tomorrowland keyword to all those images in
one step, versus tagging each shot as you encounter it.
3. Lastly, customize select photos individually by writing titles and
captions and applying any additional keywords. I tend to add this
level of metadata only to images I rate highly or share online.
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Organize Photos into
(Smart) Albums
So much of the information about photography out there focuses
(pun intended) on the art and practice of capturing images, but very
little addresses what to do with the shots once they’re in captivity. The
whole point of taking control of your digital photos is not just to find
a place for them on your disk, but to work with them later—whether
that’s editing a group of promising images the day they’re shot or
assembling a slideshow three years later.
This is where the work you’ve done so far pays off. Armed with a photo
library chock-full of metadata, you can locate images in a fraction of
the time it would take to scan through them visually. I’ll show you how
to search for specific metadata—such as keywords and ratings, and
even camera-generated data such as aperture, shutter speed, and
camera model—to track down shots. Then I’ll cover how to make that
search capability work in your favor by building smart albums whose
contents can change based on criteria you specify.
The Harried Photographer: Organization
No time to build smart albums? Stick with scrolling through your
library by date or organizing by event (if the software supports it),
and create just one or two smart albums, such as one that collects
flagged or favorited photos from the past 6 months. Also take advantage of automatic identification features in Photos for Mac, Lightroom
CC, Photoshop Elements 15, and Google Photos (see Take Advantage
of Software Intelligence).

Locate Your Photos Using Search
When I want to track down photos, I usually start by performing a text
search to locate keywords or other data, and then refine the results by
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specifying star ratings, labels, or flags. Knowing, for instance, that I
tagged my Disney vacation photos with keywords, I would do a text
search for Disneyland and then filter the results to reveal only images
rated three stars or higher.
Sometimes I look for specific metadata, such as the camera type or
a range of shutter speeds. That enables me to revisit only images shot
on my iPhone, for example.
Here’s how to take advantage of some of the most useful search features in your photo management software.

Find Text
To perform a basic search for text that appears in nearly any metadata
field (including keywords, titles, and captions), type a term into the
program’s Search field.
Lightroom Classic and Photoshop Elements also offer advanced
constructions for performing text searches. In Lightroom Classic, you
can exclude terms from a search by putting an exclamation point (!)
before them. Typing pastry berry brings up all photos tagged with both
“pastry” and “berry,” but typing pastry !berry displays photos tagged
with “pastry” and hides those that also contain “berry.” To accomplish
the same task in the Elements Organizer, you’d type pastry NOT berry.
Similarly, add a plus sign (+) before a word in Lightroom Classic to
search for text that starts with that word, or append the plus sign after
a word to locate text strings that end in those characters.
Note: Lightroom CC doesn’t understand advanced syntax the way
Lightroom Classic does, as shown above. In fact, there’s another
gotcha: you must be connected to the internet to perform a text
search in the first place. Adobe has wired the search function to its
Sensei service—which has definite benefits—and doesn’t work at all
without a trip to Adobe’s servers.

You can also control how the terms are handled in Lightroom Classic
by choosing from the second pop-up menu in the Text filter bar (see
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Go Mobile with Online
Photo Services
The speed at which photography has gone mobile is stunning. The
presence of high-quality cameras in phones has turned millions of
people into photographers, whether they realize it or not. Just as
significantly, people now expect to access any sort of information on
phones and tablets, including photos.
That’s a tall order. Photos and videos occupy a vast amount of storage,
and the capacities of mobile devices are still relatively small. So, until
recently, we’ve had to compromise: if you wanted to access a goodsized portion of your photo library, complete with edited photos and
applied metadata, if any, on a mobile device, usually, you had to
manually sync them from your computer.
Today, several services fill this mobile gap. It’s now possible to carry
a representation of your entire photo library in your pocket (with some
limitations). This means you can bring up nearly any photo in your
library, no matter where you are—or which device took the photo.
Notice the qualifiers in that paragraph: possible, representation of,
nearly. There’s no way to transport the entirety of an average library
at full quality onto a mobile device, so tradeoffs are involved (which
I cover in this chapter).
Note: Mobile isn’t reserved just for iOS or Android devices. You may
want to access your library on a laptop that has limited storage, or
on a Mac that lives at a different location, such as an office.

As much as I’d like to, I can’t recommend one service as the single,
gold-star solution for mobile photography. Some, like iCloud Photo
Library and Lightroom Mobile, are tied to ecosystems, while others,
like Google Photos and Mylio, stand on their own. So before we delve
into the specifics of each service I’m comfortable recommending, let’s
revisit our Take Control goals and apply them to mobile photography.
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Set Online Photo Goals
Using the guidelines I set forth earlier for choosing software on the
desktop, here’s what I think are important criteria for any service that
offers mobile photo management:
• It must access either your entire photo library, or at least a useful
subset of it, without a lot of extra work on your part.
• It should let you view important metadata, and even better, allow
you to edit the data.
• It must let you find photos easily. Just having photos in the cloud
doesn’t make them easy to access.
• It should take the photos you capture using the mobile device and
incorporate them into your main library. I hate that we still need to
remember where a photo might be located—the external hard disk
at home? The phone? iPad?—instead of having just a single library.
We’re getting closer.
• If possible, the service should serve as an offline backup of your
images. (I talk more about backups in Back Up and Archive.)
Like I said, that’s a tall order. And not every service meets all of these
goals.

Choose an Online Service
After a lot of consideration, I see online photo services as a parallel
option to your main desktop photo library. They’re not as seamless as
I’d like, so I think of them as standing just to the side: you’re able to
access photos that otherwise wouldn’t be on a mobile or remote device,
even if those aren’t the originals.
In this section, I break down my top contenders and describe what’s
good and not so good about them. They are: iCloud Photo Library (just
below), Google Photos, Lightroom Mobile, Mylio (Cloudless Sync), and
Amazon Prime Photos.
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Back Up and Archive
An old printed photo is often precious because it’s the only copy that
exists. You may be able to make a new print from a negative, but what
if the negative is no longer available? If the prints and negatives are
accidentally thrown away or damaged, that particular image is gone.
In the digital age, that type of scarcity isn’t as much of a problem.
You can easily make hundreds of digital copies of a photo, transmit
it around the world with a click, or send the image file to a drugstore
and have inexpensive prints made.
And yet, digital photos suffer from a different type of scarcity: no
matter how easily they can be reproduced, bits are fragile in a way that
paper or film isn’t. One drive failure can wipe out your photos—all of
your photos—in an instant. If the read/write head of a drive starts
chopping into the physical surface of the disk, or the bits on a solid
state drive (SSD) get scrambled—or worse—those photos are toast.
The solution is to ensure you have a solid backup system in place—not
just for your photos, but for all your important data. You want multiple
copies that you can access easily and reliably.
You also want to make sure you can read the image files in the future.
Unfortunately, as I discuss at the end of the chapter, that isn’t an easy
guarantee given the change in software and hardware over the years.
Data Rescue
If something happens to your disk before you could make a backup,
there may be one final line of rescue. Data-recovery companies such
as DriveSavers can open the drive and read data that may otherwise
be lost. There’s no guarantee, and it’s expensive, but if the only
alternative is to lose your photos forever, it’s worth it. DriveSavers
even employs trained crisis counselors who can talk you through the
initial shock. (I wrote about my own experience with a potentially
fatal hard disk crash way back in 1999 in TidBITS: DriveSavers to the
Rescue. I’ve employed paranoid backup systems ever since.)
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Back Up Your Photos
As a photographer, you probably view your photo files as special collections of bits, but the truth is your computer sees them as just more
data. That’s why it’s important that you have a system in place that
backs up all your data, including photos.
I can’t cover all the ramifications of a good backup scheme here, but if
you use a Mac, you’re in luck: Joe Kissell has already done that work. I
highly recommend his ebook Take Control of Backing Up Your Mac
(and not just because I’ve been fortunate enough to edit several iterations of the title). If you use Windows, the advice below applies just as
well. Joe goes into much more detail, but here are the components of a
solid backup system that you should be working with today:
• A versioned backup: This backup scheme doesn’t just make a
copy of your data, it also stores several past versions so you can go
back and recover one saved earlier than the most recent version (for
example, if you need a paragraph in a document from last week that
you accidentally overwrote yesterday). The Time Machine feature
in macOS is a versioned backup; it scans your computer every hour
and makes a copy of files that have changed since the last time it
ran. Another example is Dropbox, which stores a copy each time
you save a file in your Dropbox folder.
• A bootable duplicate: If your hard drive decides to head for the
great spinning platter in the sky, how long will it take for you to get
back to work? A bootable duplicate is a mirror of your hard disk you
can swap in if the original fails. You can also make a bootable duplicate of an SSD startup drive.
• An offsite backup: A dozen backups won’t mean anything if
they’re all stacked near your computer when a fire or other disaster
strikes. So in addition to having a versioned backup to quickly
access files and a bootable duplicate to run the computer, make sure
you have a copy of your data that resides somewhere besides where
you normally use the computer. That could be an online backup
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Migrate to Lightroom
Classic CC
If you’ve used a Mac for a while, your photo library may be in iPhoto or
Aperture—both of which have been discontinued by Apple. The easiest
path to bring your photos into the present is to upgrade to Photos for
Mac, but as I’ve discussed elsewhere, I prefer Lightroom for many reasons. (For a discussion of the migration process to Photos, read Jason
Snell’s Photos: A Take Control Crash Course.)
Moving to Lightroom Classic isn’t a straightforward process, however.
Granted, if you want to move from iPhoto or Aperture (but not
Photos), it’s easier now that Adobe includes a migration tool in Lightroom Classic—as a direct response to Apple tossing aside iPhoto and
Aperture—but there are still details you need to be aware of. (Believe
me, it’s now far easier than the process of moving from iPhoto to
Lightroom Classic just a couple of years ago; if you own the first
edition of this book, you know what I’m talking about.) Likewise,
moving from Photos to Lightroom has some quirks, and you may not
love the results, but it is possible.
What about moving to Photoshop Elements? Although the Elements
Organizer is more capable in many ways, it’s not a significant
improvement over iPhoto or Photos (in fact, its inflexible smart-album
replacement—saved searches—are a downgrade). If you’re going to put
the work into moving your iPhoto library, do it to a significantly better
application such as Lightroom Classic.
Jumping from iPhoto or Photos to Lightroom CC also requires some
thought. There’s no direct way to migrate into Lightroom CC, so the
better approach is to follow the instructions in this chapter to migrate
first to Lightroom Classic, and then migrate that library to Lightroom
CC. (I detail the process in Take Control of Lightroom CC.) If you don’t
want to do that, check out the instructions in Moving from Photos to
Lightroom at the end of this chapter.
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If you’ve decided that you’re ready to move to Lightroom Classic, this
chapter will guide you. I first look at migrating from iPhoto or
Aperture (just ahead) and then at Moving from Photos to Lightroom
Classic.
Warning! I highly recommend—no, I strenuously insist—that you
have at least one backup (preferably two!) of your photo library
before attempting anything in this chapter. If anything should go
sideways, you can open the old library and be back where you
started, safe and sound.

Moving from iPhoto or Aperture
to Lightroom Classic
Migrating your libraries to Lightroom Classic is a multi-step process,
even with Adobe’s iPhoto and Aperture import tools. I recommend
trying the steps below on a small iPhoto or Aperture library for an
initial run-through, so you’re familiar with the process. It boils down to
the following:
1. Create a new Lightroom Classic catalog.
2. Repair the iPhoto or Aperture library.
3. Import the iPhoto or Aperture library.
4. Add the imported photos to your main catalog.
If you’re just switching to Lightroom Classic and don’t have an existing
Lightroom Classic catalog, skip step 4. I include it because I suspect
that photographers kick the tires on new software by importing
selected photos to see how it works.
Tip: Be sure to browse Adobe’s Aperture Import plug-in for
Lightroom FAQ.
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About This Book
Thank you for purchasing this Take Control book. We hope you find
it both useful and enjoyable to read. We welcome your comments.

Ebook Extras
You can access extras related to this ebook on the web. Once you’re
on the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you can:
• Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy
a subsequent edition at a discount.
• Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket.
(Learn about reading on mobile devices on our Device Advice page.)
• Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or information, as
well as a link to an author interview.
• Find out if we have any update plans for the ebook.
If you bought this ebook from the Take Control website, it has been
automatically added to your account, where you can download it in
other formats and access any future updates. However, if you bought
this ebook elsewhere, you can add it to your account manually:
• If you already have a Take Control account, log in to your account,
and then click the “access extras…” link above.
• If you don’t have a Take Control account, first make one by following the directions that appear when you click the “access extras…”
link above. Then, once you are logged in to your new account, add
your ebook by clicking the “access extras…” link a second time.
Note: If you try these directions and find that your device is incompatible with the Take Control website, contact us.
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More Take Control Books
This is but one of many Take Control titles! Many of our books focus
on Apple products, but we also cover general technology topics. You
can buy Take Control books from the Take Control online catalog
as well as from venues such as Amazon and the iBooks Store. Our
ebooks are available in three DRM-free formats: PDF, EPUB, and the
Kindle’s Mobipocket.
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